Solid effect dynamic nuclear polarization and polarization pathways
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) is a method of enhancing nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signals by transferring the large Boltzmann polarization of unpaired electrons to the nuclear spin reservoir, thereby enhancing the NMR signal intensities by several orders of magnitude. Since DNP greatly enhances the signal-to-noise ratio, it permits otherwise prohibitive long experiments to be performed and/or acquisition of enhanced information, both in shorter periods of time. There are many situations that can benefit greatly from the enhanced sensitivity of DNP. For instance, protein samples exhibit spectra that are intractable without multidimensional experiments. Concurrently, the multiple dimensions and the magnetization transfer steps involved in acquisition of these spectra often lead to results with low sensitivity. Thus, there are now many examples where the quality of spectra of biological samples improves dramatically with polarization enhancement. The utility of DNP involved NMR studies of surfaces where spec-

Continuous wave (CW) DNP in insulating solids generally proceeds via one of three mechanisms, depending on the relative magnitude of the nuclear Larmor frequency (\( \omega_I \)), and the homogeneous \((\Delta)\) and inhomogeneous linewidths \((\delta)\) of the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum. In the case \( \omega_I \gg \delta, \Delta \) (the EPR spectrum is narrow compared to the nuclear Larmor frequency), the solid effect (SE) (Refs. 15–17) governs the DNP process. Since the SE utilizes forbidden electron-nuclear transitions, the transition moments exhibit a \( \omega_I^{-2} \) dependence. Therefore, the experimentally observed SE enhancements at high field (\( \geq 5 \) T) and liquid-N\(_2\) temperatures (80–90 K) in contemporary DNP experiments have until recently been limited to \( \sim 5–15 \). Although higher enhancements have been obtained at lower fields and liquid-helium temperatures. In contrast, in the regime \( \delta \geq \omega_I \) the three-spin cross effect (CE) becomes dominant. The CE utilizes biradicals, where two electrons are tethered together in the correct relative orientation, as polarizing agents, and to date it has proven to be the most efficient DNP mechanism for high field experiments, yielding \( ^1\text{H} \) enhancements of up to 250. The third mechanism, thermal mixing (TM), is important when the EPR spectrum is homogeneously broadened \( \sim \) when \( \Delta, \delta \geq \omega_I \). However, at high fields (\( \geq 5 \) T) the g-anisotropies of many polarizing agents are typically larger than the homogeneous contributions to the linewidth, and therefore, TM has not been an important mechanism in most contemporary magic angle spinning DNP experiments. However, at the lower temperatures (\( \sim 1.5 \) K) used in dissolution DNP where the EPR line behaves homogeneously, it could be dominant.

Considerable effort has been focused on understanding the steps involved in the transfer of the large electronic polarization to nuclei. Quantum mechanical treatments were...
used to describe the two-spin interaction in the SE, and the three-spin interaction in the CE, and rate equations have been used to describe the buildup of polarization in the bulk. More recently, simulations were used to understand interactions in small systems of spins and finally experiments monitoring the attenuation of electron polarization were performed to better understand the behavior of the electron spin reservoir during DNP. However, as we continue to optimize DNP experiments via modifications to samples, development of polarizing agents, instrumentation, and implementation, including pulsed-DNP techniques, it is important to understand all the steps and limiting factors active in the DNP polarization transfer.

The goal of this paper is to provide a description of the transfer of polarization from the electrons to the nuclei guided by experimental data, and to determine the role of the “diffusion barrier” in this process. Interestingly, the “diffusion barrier” has been defined in a variety of ways, and its size has been measured with both indirect and direct experiments, resulting in conflicting estimates of the barrier radius. The initial discussion of a spin-diffusion barrier was included in the pioneering work of Bloembergen on the effects of paramagnetic relaxation in crystals. Subsequently, Khutsishvili defined the barrier size in terms of the shift in the resonance frequency due to electron-nuclear coupling relative to the NMR linewidth. Blumberg proposed a similar definition, stipulating the radius as the position where the electron nuclear coupling became larger than the local dipolar field (giving a slightly larger radius than Khutsishvili). Goldman, Schmugge and Jeffries used the Blumberg definition together with relaxation data to indirectly predict barriers with radii of 16 to 17 Å. In the 1970s, Wolfe, in a series of elegant experiments using single crystals, directly measured the radius of the diffusion barrier in Yb/Nd-doped yttrium ethyl sulfate (YES) and Eu doped crystals of CaF. In particular at ~1.7 K, the electron T becomes long and it is possible to observe resonances from nuclei adjacent to the paramagnetic center as well as the large line due to the bulk resonance whose position is unshifted by the paramagnet. Saturation of the bulk resonance with a weak field subsequently saturates all of the lines in the spectrum except those from nuclei immediately adjacent to the metal center, indicating that essentially all nuclei directly communicate with the bulk. The radius of the diffusion barrier derived from these measurements is ~5 Å which is significantly smaller than predicted by the Khutsishvili and Blumberg definitions and estimated by Goldman and Schmugge and Jeffries. Interestingly, this distance is comparable to the C–→–CH2– distance on trityl (OX063) suggesting it may be unnecessary to consider the spin-diffusion barrier at all. Finally, we should mention that other efforts directed at measuring the size of the diffusion barrier are discussed in greater detail in the recent review article by Ramanathan.

In this paper, we consider the role of partial or total quenching of spin-diffusion on the DNP process. With this goal in mind, we have focused on SE experiments, as this mechanism is the simplest of the three CW DNP mechanisms, involving only two spins in the initial polarization transfer. We have performed a series of experiments where we measured (1) the time constant for the polarization buildup, (2) the polarization enhancement, ε, and (3) the dependence of ε on different equations describing the polarization transfer from electrons to the bulk nuclei, each representing a different pathway of polarization transfer, and we attempt to fit our data to each model. The models, which are shown schematically in Figure 1, consider (A) transfer of electron polarization to all the nuclei, (B) transfer first to the nuclei neighboring the electron (inside the “diffusion barrier”) and then to the bulk and (C) finally to nuclei outside the “diffusion barrier” and subsequently to the bulk via H spin-diffusion. Model (A) is the null hypothesis, for which the spins inside the diffusion barrier do not consume much electron polarization, either because they are few in number, or their T1 are long enough that they do not use much polarization. In view of the experimental results from Wolfe showing a very thin barrier, it is important to consider this case. Model (B) follows the mechanism discussed by Blumberg and Khutsishvili where the barrier is passable due to coupling of the spin-diffusion process to other interactions, albeit slowly.

FIG. 1. Three possible models for the transfer of polarization from an electron (red) to nearby nuclei (yellow) and the bulk nuclei (green). In (A), we show a model where spin-diffusion is fast among all nuclei that receive polarization. Due to the rate of this diffusion process, all nuclei maintain nearly the same polarization, and thus, one can consider only the total nuclear polarization. In (B), spin-diffusion is fast among both the nearby and bulk nuclei. However, there is a slow spin-diffusion step to transfer polarization between these two groups. In this case, we allow electron-nuclear polarization transfer only to nearby nuclei and then to the bulk via spin-diffusion. In (C), spin-diffusion is fast among the bulk nuclei. However, we do not allow any transfer of polarization between the nearby and bulk nuclei, but rather allow for a fast DNP step to the nearby nuclei, and a slow DNP step to the bulk nuclei. We note these illustrations are not representative of the shape of the spin-diffusion barrier, nor the number of nuclei inside it.
so that spins near the electron are polarized first, and then polarization diffuses outward to the bulk nuclei. This model has been used recently by Hovav et al., where calculations are done in Liouville space with a single “core” nucleus and bulk nuclei to which polarization diffuses. Model (C) does not allow spin-diffusion across the barrier in the spirit of Wolfe’s experimental results where protons within 3–4 Å do not show any diffusion. However, there will be polarization transfer from the electron to nuclei within the spin-diffusion barrier, and due to $T_1$ relaxation, these nuclei can act as a polarization sink.

The model that best fits the experimental data—the magnitude of the enhancement, the polarization buildup time, and the $\omega_{1S}$ dependence—is case (C). However, the protons of trityl are on the border of the 5 Å radius measured by Wolfe, suggesting that our diffusion barrier may have a larger radius.\textsuperscript{53} We also note that when the microwave field strength is not limiting, the solid effect has the potential to provide very large enhancements at high fields and can further increase the sensitivity gain per unit time by an acceleration factor, $\kappa = T_{1}/T_B$, since the solid effect generates polarization on a time scale shorter than the nuclear $T_1$.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we outline three mathematical models for solid effect polarization transfer and the rate equations that describe each. Section III provides the experimental details, and Sec. IV describes the experimental results including the pulse sequence used to acquire the data, and the experimental polarization buildup times acquired as a function of the microwave field, $\omega_{1S}$. This is followed by a discussion of the experimental results and includes a description of the approximate size of the diffusion barrier based on data from the experiments of Wolfe\textsuperscript{49–51} and a structure of Finland trityl determined via EPR measurements and quantum chemical calculations.\textsuperscript{53}

II. THEORY

A. Rate equations

To understand the transfer of electron polarization to bulk nuclear polarization, we employ a slow (seconds) time-scale, and use linear differential equations to describe this transfer. To obtain these expressions, we first consider a Liouville space calculation that leads to the differential equations given in Eq. (7) below.

We start by examining the Hamiltonian describing a single electron and many nuclei. This Hamiltonian governs interactions leading to electron-nuclear polarization transfer in the microwave rotating frame, where we will assume the microwave frequency is near the condition for positive, double quantum ($\Delta m_S = 1$, $\Delta m_I = 1$) DNP enhancement ($\omega_{MW} = \omega_{0S} - \omega_{0I}$). The terms of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) are the electron Zeeman, nuclear Zeeman, electron-nuclear coupling, nuclear-nuclear coupling, and microwave Hamiltonians, respectively. $\Delta \omega_{0S}$ is the microwave offset from the electron Larmor frequency, the $\omega_{0I}$, are the nuclear Larmor frequencies, the $A_j$ are the secular electron-nuclear dipole couplings, $B_j$ and $C_j$ are the non-secular electron-nuclear dipole couplings, $D_{j,k}$ is the nuclear-nuclear coupling tensor, and $\omega_{1S}$ is the microwave field strength. Note that, because we are in the rotating frame, rapidly oscillating electron-nuclear dipole terms have been dropped,

$$\mathcal{H}_0 = \mathcal{H}_S + \mathcal{H}_I + \mathcal{H}_{1S} + \mathcal{H}_{11},$$

$$\mathcal{H} = \mathcal{H}_0 + \mathcal{H}_M,$$

$$\mathcal{H}_S = \Delta \omega_{0S} S_z,$$

$$\mathcal{H}_I = \sum_j N_I j_I z,$$

$$\mathcal{H}_{1S} = \sum_j N_I A_j S_I z + \frac{B_j}{2} S_I (I_I^+ + I_I^-) + \frac{C_j}{2} S_I (I_I^+ - I_I^-),$$

$$\mathcal{H}_{11} = \sum_j \sum_{k>j} f[I_I^+ D_{j,k} I_k],$$

$$\mathcal{H}_M = \frac{\omega_{1S}}{2} (S^+ + S^-).$$

(1)

Note that our Hamiltonian, $\mathcal{H}$, only describes interactions between spins, and does not include interaction of the spins with the lattice. In principle, it is possible to describe the full system with

$$\frac{d}{dt} \rho(t) = -i[\mathcal{H}_f(t), \rho(t)],$$

(2)

where $\mathcal{H}_f(t)$ and $\rho(t)$ describe the full spin system and lattice. However, such an approach is prohibitively difficult, and we are only interested in the state of the spin system, so we will use a superoperator approach to include the relaxation brought about by the lattice interaction with the spin system.\textsuperscript{54}

The superoperator equation is given in Eq. (3), where $\sigma$ is a column vector describing the state of the spin system,

$$\frac{d}{dt} \sigma = -i(\mathcal{H} + \Gamma) \sigma + \Gamma \sigma_{eq}.$$

(3)

In Eq. (3), the superoperator $\mathcal{H}$ is given by $\mathcal{H} = \mathcal{H} \otimes E - E \otimes \mathcal{H}$, where $\mathcal{H}$ is the Hamiltonian from Eq. (1), $E$ is the identity operator, and $\mathcal{H}$ is the transpose of $\mathcal{H}$. $\Gamma$ is the relaxation superoperator, which describes population transfer between states of the spin system brought about by the matrix. If we consider the basis set defined by $(S_z, I_{z1}, I_{z2}, \ldots, I_{zn}, S^+, S^-, \ldots)$, then $\Gamma$ will contain the relaxation rates for individual states along its diagonal, and any cross-relaxation between spins on the off-diagonal. $\sigma_{eq}$ is the equilibrium population, where $\sigma_{eq} \propto \exp(-H_0/k_B T)$ (such that $H_0 \sigma_{eq} = 0$, where $H_0 = H_0 \otimes E - E \otimes H_0$). We want to model observations made over the time scale of the nuclear relaxation, which allows us to assume that many of the quantum-mechanical states in the system have reached quasi-equilibrium. A state in quasi-equilibrium evolves rapidly compared to the time scale of observation (up to $\sim 100$ ms in our case). This causes the state to react relatively quickly to changes in other states that are not in quasi-equilibrium. Although the state in quasi-equilibrium may change on the time scale of the observation, it is still reasonable to use the following approximation for that state, which we denote by
\[ \frac{d}{dt} \sigma_j = -i \mathcal{H}_{j,k} + \Gamma_{j,k} \sigma_j + \Gamma_{j,s} \sigma_{eq,j} = 0. \] (4)

We will assume quasi-equilibrium for all states except the polarization states \( \sigma_j \). A similar assumption was made by Hovav et al. when computing the evolution of polarization.\(^{41}\) In particular, they assume a quasi-equilibrium of the coherences connecting eigenstates of the static Hamiltonian to accelerate their computations. For our arguments, we do not go into the eigenframe, since this was only necessary for the method of computation. We also go one step further, assuming quasi-equilibrium for states without a transverse component, which we will refer to as spin-order states \( (I_1, I_2, \ldots) \) for example. One may note that the results in Hovav et al. do not show any oscillations that would result from a coherence not in quasi-equilibrium, suggesting this approach is reasonable.\(^{41}\)

For states involving a coherence \( (S_z, I_{1z}, I_{2z}, \ldots) \), the assumption of quasi-equilibrium is clearly reasonable since the lifetime is on the order of 1 \( \mu s \) for the electron, and on the order of 1 ms for a nucleus. Also, we may do this for states including a factor of \( S_z \), \( (S_z, I_{1z}, I_{2z}, \ldots) \), since the electron \( T_1 \) is on the order of 1 ms (although we will not initially make this assumption for the electron polarization itself). This leaves the states describing nuclear spin-order \( (I_1, I_2, \ldots) \) for example. These spin-orders represent the buildup of polarization on one nucleus that is dependent on the state of another. We do expect some of this behavior, because the state of one nucleus will change the offset of the DNP condition on another. How-ever, this effect is small and, therefore, the spin-orders should also remain small. Nuclear spins that are distant from the electron should have relatively uniform polarization due to rapid spin-diffusion, which will suppress spin-order. Spins near to the electron will have less uniform polarization, although their \( T_1 \)'s will be shorter so that the lifetime of spin-order adjacent to the electron will be reduced. Thus, it should be a reasonable approximation to include spin-order in the quasi-equilibrium assumption.

Under the quasi-equilibrium assumption, we set derivatives of all states to zero, except the polarization states \( (S_z, I_{1z}, I_{2z}, \ldots) \). We group the states in quasi-equilibrium into two column vectors: \( \sigma_Q \) contains the states in quasi-equilibrium whose derivatives are zero, and \( \sigma_P \) contains the polarization states. As such, we can rewrite Eq. (3) with the quasi-equilibrium assumption \( \frac{d\sigma}{dt} = 0 \), and divide the super-operator matrices \( \mathcal{H} \) and \( \Gamma \) into sub-matrices \( \mathcal{H}_{PP}, \mathcal{H}_{QP}, \mathcal{H}_{QQ}, \Gamma_{PP}, \Gamma_{QP}, \Gamma_{QQ}, \) and \( \Gamma_{QQ} \).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d}{dt} \sigma_P \\
0
\end{bmatrix} = - \begin{bmatrix}
\mathcal{H}_{PP} + \Gamma_{PP} & i\mathcal{H}_{QP} + \Gamma_{QP} \\
\mathcal{H}_{QP} + \Gamma_{QP} & i\mathcal{H}_{QQ} + \Gamma_{QQ}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_P \\
\sigma_Q
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\Gamma_{PP} \\
\Gamma_{QP} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{P,eq} \\
\sigma_{Q,eq}
\end{bmatrix}. \] (5)

We will assume that we can omit all cross-relaxation; thus, we can eliminate the two matrices \( (\Gamma_{QP}) \) that couple the polarization states to the states in quasi-equilibrium. It is also possible to eliminate \( \mathcal{H}_{PP} \) from Eq. (5), which describes coherent transitions between polarization states, because there are no terms in the Hamiltonian driving transitions directly between these states. This results in Eq. (6), for which we discuss the remaining terms.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d}{dt} \sigma_P \\
0
\end{bmatrix} = - \begin{bmatrix}
\Gamma_{PP} & i\mathcal{H}_{QP} \\
i\mathcal{H}_{QP} & \mathcal{H}_{QQ} + \Gamma_{QQ}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_P \\
\sigma_Q
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\Gamma_{PP} \\
\Gamma_{QP} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{P,eq} \\
\sigma_{Q,eq}
\end{bmatrix}. \] (6)

Omission of cross-relaxation implies that \( \Gamma_{PP} \) and \( \Gamma_{QQ} \) are diagonal matrices that contain \( T_1 \) relaxation rates of all the spins and relaxation rates of all the states in quasi-equilibrium, respectively. The products \( -\Gamma_{PP} \sigma_P \) and \( \Gamma_{QP} \sigma_{Q,eq} \) lead to \( T_1 \) loss and recovery towards thermal equilibrium, respectively. Although their magnitudes are much smaller, \( -\Gamma_{QQ} \sigma_Q \) and \( \Gamma_{QQ} \sigma_{Q,eq} \) lead to loss and recovery towards thermal equilibrium of non-polarization states, respectively.

The matrix \( \mathcal{H}_{QP} \) contains terms that connect the polarization states to the states in quasi-equilibrium, namely, the non-secular electron-nuclear dipole couplings \( (\mathcal{H}_S \text{ excluding } zz \text{ terms}) \), the non-secular parts of the nuclear-nuclear dipolar coupling \( (\mathcal{H}_N \text{ excluding } zz \text{ terms}) \), and the microwave Hamiltonian \( (\mathcal{H}_M) \).

All terms in the Hamiltonian appear in the matrix \( \mathcal{H}_{QQ} \). In the particular basis set we are using, the Zeeman terms \( (\mathcal{H}_z \text{ and } \mathcal{H}_I) \) will appear on the diagonal of \( \mathcal{H}_{QQ} \). The diagonal element of \( \mathcal{H}_{QQ} \) corresponding to a particular state will give the frequency at which a particular state oscillates from real to imaginary, which we will refer to as the phase oscillation of that state. An important point: states with a slow phase oscillation are likely to play a major role in the DNP and spin-diffusion processes. When there is transfer to a state with slow phase-oscillation, that state does not rapidly invert its sign and invert the transfer, and hence becomes populated (note that population transfer can occur between two or more rapidly oscillating states if there is a match of the frequencies, but in our case we match to the polarization states which are not oscillating). Of course, high-order states that are less likely to be accessed will not play a major role, even if their phase-oscillation is slow.

This is a simplification of the resonance condition, since many additional states may be involved in the resonance, complicating the situation. The electron-nuclear and nuclear-nuclear dipole couplings \( (\mathcal{H}_S \text{ and } \mathcal{H}_N) \) will connect the states in \( \mathcal{H}_{QQ} \), and as a result, resonance conditions will be a complex function of many of the couplings. \( \mathcal{H}_M \) will also connect the states in \( \mathcal{H}_{QQ} \), although because the microwave is far off-resonant, its effects will be less important.

We now rearrange Eq. (6) to produce Eq. (7) which shows that the polarization states are linearly coupled under the quasi-equilibrium assumption, and discuss several processes that will occur during DNP as described by Eq. (7). For each process, we will give a differential equation that shows how
the process will manifest itself in our model,
\[ \sigma_Q = -i(i \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QQ} + \Gamma_{QQ})^{-1} \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QP} \sigma_P + (i \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QQ} + \Gamma_{QQ})^{-1} \Gamma_{QQ} \sigma_Q - \sigma_Q, \]
\[ \frac{d\sigma_P}{dt} = -(\Gamma_{PP} + \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QP}(i \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QQ} + \Gamma_{QQ})^{-1} \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QP}) \sigma_P + \Gamma_{PP} \sigma_{P,eq} + i \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QP}(i \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QQ} + \Gamma_{QQ})^{-1} \Gamma_{QQ} \sigma_{Q,eq}. \]

(7)

1. Relaxation

The matrix \( \Gamma_{pp} \) is diagonal and contains the longitudinal relaxation rates of all spins in the system. With some re-arranging of Eq. (7), we see the term \( \Gamma_{pp}(\sigma_{P,eq} - \sigma_P) \) that is responsible for all electron and nuclear \( T_1 \) loss and recovery. Relaxation loss of coherences occurs via the matrix \( \Gamma_{QQ} \). Additionally, although small, there is some population of the states in quasi-equilibrium, which contributes to polarizations of the spins via the term \( i \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QP}(i \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QQ} + \Gamma_{QQ})^{-1} \Gamma_{QQ} \sigma_{Q,eq} \).

Without this term, the loss due to some conversion of polarization to coherence would cause calculated polarizations to fall short of the thermal equilibrium. Although important for exact Liouville space calculations, this term only makes small contributions here and will not be explicitly included in our treatment. Therefore, the effects of \( T_1 \) relaxation will appear in our model as
\[ \frac{dP^j_i}{dt} = \frac{1}{T_{1i}^j}(P^eq_i - P^j_i), \]
\[ \frac{dP_S}{dt} = \frac{1}{T_{1S}^j}(P^eq_S - P_S). \]

(8)

2. Spin-diffusion

The non-secular terms in the nuclear-nuclear dipolar Hamiltonian will generate double- and zero-quantum coherences between nuclei. This generation of the coherences occurs via the matrix \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{OP} \), but once generated are governed by the matrix \( i \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QO} + \Gamma_{QQ} \). The diagonal elements of \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QO} \), which result from \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_S \), determine that double-quantum coherences of spins \( j \) and \( k \) \( (I_j^z I_k^z + I_j^{-} I_k^{+}) \) oscillate at a frequency \( \omega_{jj} + \omega_{kk} \), so they will not become populated, whereas the zero-quantum \( (I_j^z I_k^z + I_j^{-} I_k^{-}) \) are nearly static and, thus, can be populated. Once the zero-quantum coherence is generated, polarization loss on nucleus \( j \) and polarization gain on nucleus \( k \) will be proportional to the population of the coherence, as given by the matrix \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{OP} \). This inverse proportionality results in conservation of polarization during spin-diffusion.

Transfer to many other states will affect the population of the coherence. This is how the spin-diffusion barrier manifests itself in this picture. The secular coupling \( (A_j S_j I_{jz} + A_k S_k I_{kz}) \), appearing in the matrix \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QO} \), will transfer the zero-quantum coherence, \( I_j^z I_k^z + I_j^{-} I_k^{-} \), to \( S_j(I_j^z I_k^z + I_j^{-} I_k^{+}) \) with a rate proportional to \( A_j - A_k \), where the net oscillation frequency is either higher or lower depending on the state of the electron. As a result, it will be more difficult to transfer polarization into this coherence and, therefore, inhibit spin-diffusion leading to the spin-diffusion barrier. In fact, without relaxation of the states involved, spin-diffusion would be completely quenched, but non-zero relaxation rates of \( I_j^z I_k^z + I_j^{-} I_k^{-} \) and \( S_j(I_j^z I_k^z + I_j^{-} I_k^{+}) \) in \( \Gamma_{QQ} \) give a finite rate of spin-diffusion. Note that nuclear dipole couplings will also have the same offsetting effect, although to a much smaller extent.

It is interesting to note that if the \( S_j \) state of the electron either has a short lifetime or is rapidly modulated by the microwave field (near on-resonant radiation), then it will be difficult to populate \( S_j(I_j^z I_k^z + I_j^{-} I_k^{+}) \). This will help accelerate spin-diffusion. The former case is described by Horvitz.\textsuperscript{55} The latter case is electron-nuclear decoupling.\textsuperscript{22, 54, 56} We note that our experiments are much too far off-resonant for electron-nuclear decoupling to be significant. Therefore, Eq. (9) gives the rate of spin-diffusion in our model, in a form that conserves polarization, and note that \( k_{SD} \) does not change significantly with microwaves on or off,
\[ \frac{dP^j_i}{dt} = \sum \left[ k^n_{SD}(P^n_i - P^j_i) \right]. \]

(9)

3. Off-resonant electron saturation

The microwave Hamiltonian \( (\hat{\mathcal{H}}_M) \) generates electron coherence \( (i(S^+ - S^-)) \) via the matrix \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QP} \). Once there, terms in \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QO} \) resulting from the electron-Zeeman \( (\hat{\mathcal{H}}_S) \) and electron-nuclear couplings \( (\hat{\mathcal{H}}_{kS}) \) will govern the electron coherence’s further evolution. The Zeeman \( (\Delta \omega_{0k} S_k) \) and secular couplings \( (A_j S_j I_{jz}) \) will combine to give an ensemble of oscillation frequencies of the electron. For the solid effect, this oscillation is fast, so the electron coherence will be rapidly returned to electron polarization via \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_M \) in \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QP} \). However, there will be a small average population of the coherence, and this will be subjected to electron \( T_2 \) relaxation, resulting in partial saturation of the electron. We note that aside from transferring from \( i(S^+ - S^-) \) to various \( i(S^+ - S^-)I_j \) states (leading to offsets on the oscillation frequency), transfer out of the electron coherence is slow compared to equilibration of the electron coherence with the electron polarization. The result is that off-resonant saturation of the electron is largely decoupled from other processes. As such, we may then use a single loss term to describe the off-resonant saturation of the electron, as shown in Eq. (10). Note that \( k_0 \) will vary with the oscillation frequency of the electron; however, for a relatively narrow EPR resonance, the variation in \( k_0 \) will be small enough that it can be approximated with a single value,
\[ \frac{dP_S}{dt} = -k_0 P_S. \]

(10)

4. Solid effect DNP

The initial step of the solid effect matches that of the off-resonant microwave irradiation, with a transfer of electron polarization to electron coherence via the \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QP} \) matrix. However, in this case the non-secular electron-nuclear dipole coupling \( (B_j S_j (I_j^z + I_j^{-})) \) in the \( \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{QO} \) matrix drives the electron coherence to electron-nuclear zero- and
double-quantum coherences. Assuming the double-quantum DNP condition is satisfied \((\omega_{\text{MW}} \approx \omega_{\text{QS}} - \omega_{\text{QD}})\), the double quantum coherence \((S^+I_j^+ + S^-I_j^-)\) has a phase oscillation near zero, and therefore, this state becomes populated. The microwave field \(((\omega_{\text{QS}}/2)(S^+ + S^-))\) converts this to \(iS_z(I_j^+ - I_j^-)\), and finally the non-secular electron-nuclear dipole coupling \((B_j S_z(I_j^+ + I_j^-))\) in the \(\mathbf{H}_{\text{QP}}\) matrix generates nuclear polarization. Of course, as with the other processes, this will be offset by secular couplings to other spins.

We should note that the solid effect does not generally conserve polarization as spin-diffusion does. First, we already noted there is off-resonant saturation of the electron. Secondly, loss of nuclear polarization can occur when transferred to \(iS_z(I_j^+ - I_j^-)\). This effect will occur without an applied microwave field, and as a result, this will manifest itself in the observed \(T_{1J}\) so we do not need to further account for it. Therefore, if we account for off-resonant saturation for the longitudinal relaxation of the electron, we can then also consider the solid effect to be polarization conserving, and can represent the solid effect process in our model as

\[
\frac{dP_j}{dt} = k_{\text{SD}}(P_j - P_J),
\]

\[
\frac{dP_S}{dt} = \sum_{n=1}^{N_1} k_{\text{DNP}}^n (P_n - P_S).
\]

5. Higher order processes

One should note that under DNP conditions, the matrix \(\mathbf{H}_{\text{QP}}\) is not block-diagonal, meaning that every spin polarization is connected to every other spin polarization, although in many cases very weakly. This results from transfers with more steps inside the \(\mathbf{H}_{\text{QP}}\) matrix, which can lead to interesting results. Hovav et al. have recently shown an example of this with a chain of coupled spins.\(^{42}\) We will describe polarization transfer between spins via coupled differential equations. However, one should note that although our formulas suggest polarization transfers between spin pairs, this does not mean additional spins are not involved in those transfers, and the rate constants driving polarization between spin-pairs may be larger or smaller due to these effects.

6. Rate equations

We can now write rate equations describing the polarization transfer, as shown in Eq. (12), and discuss why this formula is reasonable,

\[
\frac{dP_j}{dt} = k_{\text{DNP}}^j(P_S - P_J) + \sum_{n=1}^{N_1} k_{\text{SD}}^n(P_n - P_J) + \frac{1}{T_{1J}^j}(P_{j}^\text{eq} - P_j),
\]

\[
\frac{dP_S}{dt} = -k_P P_S + \sum_{n=1}^{N_1} k_{\text{DNP}}^n(P_n - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{1S}}(P_{S}^\text{eq} - P_S).
\]

In Eq. (12), \(P_S\) represents the electron polarization, and \(P_j^\text{eq}\) represent the nuclear polarizations. \(T_{1S}\) and \(T_{1J}^j\) give the longitudinal relaxation. \(k_{\text{DNP}}^n(P_j^\text{eq} - P_j)\) describes nuclear spin-diffusion, which in this form is polarization conserving \((k_{\text{DNP}}^n = k_{\text{DNP}}^n)\). Off-resonant saturation of the electron is given by \(-k_P P_S\). Finally, the solid effect is given by \(k_{\text{SD}}^j(P_S - P_J)\), which is also treated as polarization conserving, since we have already accounted for off-resonant electron saturation.

We now examine Eq. (12) in limiting situations to calculate enhancements and time constants for the polarization transfer.

B. Implications of the rate equations

There are several unknown parameters in Eq. (12), including the rate constants of polarization transfer and spin-lattice relaxation. The polarization transfer rate constants are for DNP driven polarization transfer from the electron to the \(j\)th nucleus \((k_{\text{DNP}}^j)\) and spin-diffusion mediated transfer from the \(j\)th to the \(k\)th nucleus \((k_{\text{SD}}^j,k)\). The spin-lattice relaxation rate constants are \(1/T_{1J}^j\) for the \(j\)th nucleus and \(1/T_{1S}\) for the electron. Finally, the rate constant for partial saturation of the electron due to the off-resonant microwave field is \(k_P\). In the absence of simplifying assumptions, these equations are not particularly useful. We, therefore, consider the nuclear polarization adjacent to the electron, and the average nuclear polarization of bulk nuclei. The nuclei in the immediate vicinity of the electron are few in number; in fact, for Finland trityl, \(^1H\) ENDOR performed by Bowman et al. showed the closest approach of a solvent proton to be 4.8 Å from the electron.\(^{53}\) and on the border of the \(\sim 5\) Å diffusion barrier observed by Wolfe. One may consider where the electron-nuclear dipolar coupling and nuclear-nuclear dipole coupling become similar in magnitude; however, if one considers protons \(\sim 3\) Å apart, this occurs at \(\sim 25\) Å away from the electron. As a result, almost all nuclei in a sample with 40 mM radical concentration would fall inside this boundary. Clearly, the diffusion barrier must fall between these limits, but for the moment we will not make assumptions about the distance. We will, however, assume some nuclei are within the barrier. For simplicity, we also assume these near neighbor protons (using the parlance of Wolfe et al.) within the barrier are equal in polarization, and describe them with a single polarization term, \(P_j^{(n)}\), where \((n)\) refers to the nearby nuclei; their DNP and spin-lattice relaxation rates are \(k_{\text{DNP}}^{(n)}\) and \(1/T_{1J}^{(n)}\), respectively. Note we have dropped the superscript \(j\) because we are considering the near neighbor nuclei as equivalent.

As one moves away from the electron to the more distant bulk nuclei, we encounter a polarization gradient, resulting from a finite rate of spin-diffusion. This gradient will attenuate the DNP rate because transfer from electrons will be inhibited by the higher nuclear polarization near the electron. However, in many cases it is not difficult to account for this polarization gradient. We will argue in a forthcoming paper that it is not usually necessary to explicitly include spin-diffusion. This is a result of the fact that when spin-diffusion is sufficiently rapid, the polarization gradient (but not the average polarization) equilibrates quickly relative to the
total DNP buildup time, and the ratio of nuclear polarization near the electron to the average nuclear polarization remains approximately constant throughout most of the DNP buildup processes. One may then use an effective rate constant, $k_{\text{DNP}}$, which is some fraction of the average DNP rate constant, and accounts for the attenuated rate of DNP. This constant gives the rate of polarization transfer when multiplied by the difference of the electron polarization and the spatially averaged bulk nuclear polarization, allowing us to forgo explicit inclusion of the polarization gradient in our models. It is safe to use these assumptions if the initial DNP polarization is rate limiting and, therefore, has a strong influence on the DNP enhancement, as one would see from a dependence of enhancement on microwave power. Similar arguments can be used to describe the transfer of polarization from nearby nuclei to bulk nuclei, the effective rate given here as $k_{\text{SD}}$, where SD refers to the spin-diffusion process between the nearby and bulk nuclei (this is different from $k_{\text{SD}}^n$ because this rate constant refers to a single nuclear pair, whereas $k_{\text{SD}}$ refers to the net diffusion between nearby and bulk nuclei).

We will use the effective rate constants, $k_0$ and $k_{DNP}$ (and will see in our experimental results that this is justified by a strong power dependence). We also introduce $N_I^{(b)}$, $N_I^{(n)}$, and $N_S$, which are the number of bulk and nearby nuclei in the sample that are being treated equivalently, and the number of electrons in the sample, respectively. Using these assumptions, Eq. (12) can be rewritten as

$$\frac{dP_I^{(b)}}{dt} = k_{DNP}^{(b)}(P_S - P_I^{(b)}) + k_{SD}^{(b)}(P_I^{(n)} - P_I^{(b)}) + \frac{1}{T_{1S}}(P_{I, eq} - P_I^{(b)}),$$

$$\frac{dP_I^{(n)}}{dt} = k_{DNP}^{(n)}(P_S - P_I^{(n)}) + \frac{N_I^{(b)}}{N_I^{(n)}}k_{SD}^{(n)}(P_I^{(b)} - P_I^{(n)}) + \frac{1}{T_{1I}}(P_{I, eq} - P_I^{(n)}),$$

$$\frac{dP_S}{dt} = -k_0P_S + \frac{N_I^{(b)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}^{(b)}(P_I^{(b)} - P_S) + \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}^{(n)}(P_I^{(n)} - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{1S}}(P_{S, eq} - P_S).$$

(13)

It is the case that off-resonant saturation in our experiments is not negligible, with $k_0$ being as large as 0.31 ms$^{-1}$, which competes with $1/T_{1S}$ of 0.71 ms$^{-1}$. $k_0$ can be calculated via the Bloch equations$^{57}$ for off-resonant irradiation as shown in Eq. (14), if the field strength and $T_{1S}$ and $T_{2S}$ are known,

$$k_0 = \frac{\omega_{I S}^2 T_{1S}}{1 + \Delta \omega_{I S}^2 T_{2S}^2}. \quad (14)$$

It is then possible to eliminate $k_0$ from the equations, and maintain the form of Eq. (13) via the definitions in Eq. (15),

$$\frac{1}{T_{1S}^*} = k_0 + \frac{1}{T_{1S}},$$

$$P_{S, eq}^* = P_{S, eq}T_{1S}^*,$$

$$\frac{dP_S}{dt} = \frac{N_I^{(b)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}^{(b)}(P_I^{(b)} - P_S) + \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}^{(n)}(P_I^{(n)} - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{1S}^*}(P_{S, eq}^* - P_S). \quad (15)$$

One should note that this causes the amount of polarization available for DNP to decrease, if $k_0$ is on the order of $T_{1S}^{-1}$, since $(T_{1S}^*)^{-1} \geq T_{1S}^{-1}$ in all cases.

Here, we have separated the rate equations for the bulk and near neighbor nuclear polarizations. Knowing the mechanism via which polarization transfers from electrons to bulk nuclei is crucial in order to understand the primary processes of DNP. Therefore, three cases of polarization transfer are tested here and illustrated in Figure 1.

**Case (A):** As noted above, the experimental evidence from Wolfe’s experiments suggests that the spin-diffusion barrier is much thinner than is commonly assumed, and therefore, it is important to consider the limiting case where it vanishes. Thus, in case (A), we examine the possibility of ignoring nearby nuclei, or equivalently treating them as part of the bulk, and transferring polarization directly to the bulk. If nuclei adjacent to the electron are omitted from consideration, then Eq. (13) simplifies to Eq. (16), which is commonly found in the literature.$^{27, 58–60}$ Here, we have dropped the superscript $\text{(b)}$ from $k_{DNP}$ and $T_{1I}$, since we are no longer differentiating between bulk and near neighbor nuclei,

$$\frac{dP_I}{dt} = k_{DNP}(P_S - P_I) + \frac{1}{T_{1I}}(P_{I, eq} - P_I),$$

$$\frac{dP_S}{dt} = \frac{N_I}{N_S}k_{DNP}(P_I - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{1S}^*}(P_{S, eq}^* - P_S). \quad (16)$$

Assuming that the electron rapidly reaches quasi-equilibrium ($dP_S/dt = 0$) leads to Eq. (17),

$$\frac{1}{T_B} = \left(\frac{1}{T_{1I}} + \frac{k_{DNP}}{1 + \frac{N_I}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^*}\right),$$

$$P_I^\infty = T_B \left(\frac{k_{DNP}}{1 + \frac{N_I}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^*}P_{S, eq} + \frac{1}{T_{1I}}P_{I, eq}\right),$$

$$P_I(t) = P_I^\infty (1 - \exp(-t/T_B)). \quad (17)$$

Here, we introduce $T_B$, which is the time constant for the appearance of polarization due to microwave irradiation, and $P_I^\infty$, which is the polarization obtained on the nuclei in an infinitely long DNP experiment. Experimentally measuring $T_{1I}$ and $T_2$ then allows one to calculate the expected enhancement in this model, as given in Eq. (18),

$$\varepsilon^\infty = T_B \left(\frac{1}{T_B} - \frac{1}{T_{1I}}\right)\frac{P_{S, eq}^*}{P_{I, eq} + \frac{1}{T_{1I}}} \quad (18)$$
Under a specific set of experimental conditions determined by the temperature and sample characteristics, there is an upper bound on the enhancement that is less than \( |\gamma_S/\gamma_I| \). It is a function of the number of nuclei per electron \((N_I/N_S)\), and the electron and nuclear spin-lattice relaxation times \((T_{1I}, T_{1S})\). In Figure 2, we plot \( \varepsilon_\infty \) calculated when \((N_I/N_S)k_{DNP}T_{1S} \gg 1 \) and \( k_0 \approx 0 \). We see that increasing \( T_{1I} \) increases the maximum possible enhancement as does increasing the electron concentration, whereas increasing \( T_{1S} \) decreases enhancement. Although these parameters can be difficult to vary independently, they may be optimized in a sample by changing the electron and proton concentrations, or by varying the temperature or the paramagnetic center to alter \( T_{1S} \).

Case (B): In case (B), we examine a two-step model in which the major path of polarization to the bulk is through the nearby nuclei adjacent to the electron spin via a slow spin-diffusion step. By requiring polarization to proceed initially from the electron to the nearby nuclei, and then to the bulk, we obtain Eq. (19), where we have dropped the superscripts on \( k_{DNP} \) since we only transfer to nearby nuclei,

\[
\frac{dP^{(b)}}{dt} = k_{SD}(P^{(a)}_I - P^{(b)}_I) + \frac{1}{T_{1I}^{(b)}}(P_{I,eq} - P^{(b)}_I).
\]

\[
\frac{dP^{(n)}}{dt} = k_{DNP}(P_S - P^{(n)}_I) + \frac{N_I^{(b)}}{N_I^{(a)}}k_{SD}(P^{(b)}_I - P^{(n)}_I)
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{T_{1I}^{(n)}}(P_{I,eq} - P^{(n)}_I),
\]

\[
\frac{dP_S}{dt} = \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}(P^{(n)}_I - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{1S}^{(n)}}(P_{S,eq} - P_S).
\]

One may again assume a fast quasi-equilibrium of the electron with the nearby nuclei, but it is not clear that quasi-equilibrium between the nearby and bulk nuclei is reasonable. Instead, we assume that the derivatives of the nearby and bulk nuclear polarization have a proportionality, \( \alpha \), and utilize this to solve for the buildup time (see Appendix for derivation),

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{2k_{SD}} \left\{ \left[ \frac{k_{DNP}}{1+\frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)}} + \frac{k_{SD}\left(N_I^{(b)} - N_I^{(a)}\right)}{1+\frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)}} \right] + \sqrt{\left[ \frac{k_{DNP}}{1+\frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)}} + \frac{k_{SD}\left(N_I^{(b)} - N_I^{(a)}\right)}{1+\frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)}} \right]^2 + 4\frac{N_I^{(b)}}{N_I^{(a)}}k_{SD}^2} \right\}.
\]

\[
\frac{1}{T_B} = k_{SD}(1-\alpha) + \frac{1}{T_{1I}^{(a)}}.
\]

Also, we may calculate the enhancement given in Eq. (21),

\[
\varepsilon_\infty = \frac{1}{P_{I,eq} \left[ 1 + k_{SD}(1-C) T_{1I}^{(b)} \right]}.
\]

The constants \( C \) and \( D \) are calculated, along with intermediate constants \( A \) and \( B \), and are given in Eq. (22),

\[
A = \frac{\frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)}}{1 + \frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)}},
\]

\[
B = \frac{P_{S,eq}^{(a)}}{1 + \frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)}},
\]

\[
C = \frac{\frac{N_I^{(b)}}{N_I^{(a)}}k_{SD}T_{1S}^{(a)}}{1 + \frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)} + k_{DNP}(1-A) T_{1I}^{(a)}},
\]

\[
D = \frac{k_{DNP}B T_{1I}^{(a)} + P_{I,eq}^{(a)}}{1 + \frac{N_I^{(a)}}{N_S}k_{DNP}T_{1S}^{(a)} + k_{DNP}(1-A) T_{1I}^{(a)}}.
\]

In this case, we must also calculate the observed nuclear longitudinal relaxation rate, \( T_{1I}^{obs} \), because it will be different.
from $T_{11}^{(b)}$. This is because $T_{11}^{(b)}$ represents the bulk spin-lattice relaxation, but does not include relaxation enhancement that results from spin-diffusion to paramagnetically relaxed nuclei adjacent to the electron, 

$$
\alpha_{T_1} = \frac{\left(k_{SD} \left( \frac{\gamma_{pi}}{\gamma_i} - 1 \right) + \left( \frac{1}{T_{11}^{(b)}} - \frac{1}{T_{11}^{(b)}} \right) \right) + \sqrt{\left(k_{SD} \left( \frac{\gamma_{pi}}{\gamma_i} - 1 \right) + \left( \frac{1}{T_{11}^{(b)}} - \frac{1}{T_{11}^{(b)}} \right) \right)^2 + \frac{N_i^{(n)} k_{SD}^2}{N_i^{(n)}}}}{2k_{SD}},
$$

(23)

Case (C): In case (C), we consider the buildup of nuclear polarization if some electron polarization transfers to nearby nuclei (which act as a polarization sink), and some transfers directly to more distant bulk nuclei without being transferred to the nearby nuclei first. In this case, we assume that polarization transfer from the nearby nuclei to the bulk via spin-diffusion is ineffective, a situation that may be created both by fast spin-lattice relaxation of nearby nuclei and by the spin-diffusion barrier, 45–51, 61–64

$$
dP^{(n)}_I = k_{DNP}^{(n)}(P_S - P_I^{(n)}) + \frac{1}{T_{11}}(P_{I,eq} - P_I^{(n)}),
$$

$$
dP^{(b)}_I = k_{DNP}^{(b)}(P_S - P_I^{(b)}) + \frac{1}{T_{11}^{(b)}}(P_{I,eq} - P_I^{(b)}),
$$

$$
dP_S = \frac{N_i^{(b)}}{N_S} k_{DNP}^{(b)}(P_I^{(b)} - P_S) + \frac{N_i^{(n)}}{N_S} k_{DNP}^{(n)}(P_I^{(n)} - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{15}^{(b)}}(P_{S,eq} - P_S).
$$

(24)

The nearby nuclei and electrons should both reach quasiequilibrium, and therefore, we may set both of their derivatives to zero. However, for a clearer understanding of this process, we start by simply setting $dP^{(n)}_I/dt = 0$. Writing $P^{(n)}_I$ as a function of $P_S$ then allows us to rearrange $dP_S/dt$ as shown in Eq. (25),

$$
P^{(n)}_I = \frac{k_{DNP}^{(n)} N_i^{(n)} k_{DNP}^{(n)}}{1 + k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{11}^{(n)}} P_S + \frac{P_{I,eq}^{(n)}}{1 + k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{11}^{(n)}},
$$

$$
dP_S = \frac{N_i^{(b)}}{N_S} k_{DNP}^{(b)}(P_I^{(b)} - P_S) + \frac{N_i^{(n)}}{N_S} k_{DNP}^{(n)}(P_I^{(n)} - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{15}^{(b)}} \left( P_{S,eq}^{(b)} + N_i^{(n)} k_{DNP}^{(n)} P_{I,eq}^{(n)} \right) - P_S,
$$

(25)

Defining a new $T_{13}^{\text{eff}}$ and $P_{S,eq}^{\text{eff}}$ allows us to simplify the equations

$$
\frac{1}{T_{13}^{\text{eff}}} = \left( \frac{N_i^{(n)}}{N_S} + \frac{k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{15}^{(n)}}{1 + k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{11}^{(n)}} \right),
$$

$$
P_{S,eq}^{\text{eff}} = \left( P_{I,eq}^{(b)} + \frac{N_i^{(n)} k_{DNP}^{(n)} P_{I,eq}^{(n)} T_{15}^{(n)}}{1 + k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{11}^{(n)}} \right),
$$

$$
dP_I^{(b)} = k_{DNP}^{(b)} P_S - P_I^{(b)} + \frac{1}{T_{11}^{(b)}}(P_{I,eq} - P_I^{(b)}),
$$

$$
dP_I^{(n)} = \frac{N_i^{(n)} k_{DNP}^{(n)}}{1 + k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{11}^{(n)}} P_S + \frac{P_{I,eq}^{(n)}}{1 + k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{11}^{(n)}},
$$

$$
\frac{dP_S}{dt} = \frac{N_i^{(b)}}{N_S} k_{DNP}^{(b)}(P_I^{(b)} - P_S) + \frac{N_i^{(n)} k_{DNP}^{(n)}}{N_S} k_{DNP}^{(n)}(P_I^{(n)} - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{15}^{(b)}}(P_{S,eq}^{(b)} + N_i^{(n)} k_{DNP}^{(n)} P_{I,eq}^{(n)}) - P_S.
$$

(26)

In this form, we see that the transfer to the nearby nuclei simply depletes the overall amount of polarization that is available from the electron, and also increases the effective electron relaxation rate. One may then evaluate the differential equations in Eq. (26) in the same manner as was done for Eq. (16), and obtain the buildup time and enhancement in Eq. (27),

$$
\frac{1}{T_B} = \left( \frac{1}{T_{11} + \frac{N_i^{(b)} k_{DNP}^{(b)} T_{15}^{(b)}}{1 + N_i^{(n)} k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{11}^{(n)}}} \right),
$$

$$
\varepsilon_{\infty} = T_B \left( \frac{k_{DNP}^{(b)}}{1 + N_i^{(n)} k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{11}^{(n)}} P_{S,eq}^{\text{eff}} + \frac{1}{T_{11}^{(b)}} \right).
$$

(27)

III. EXPERIMENTAL

The power-dependence experiment seen in Figure 6 was performed with a 30 mW microwave source operating at 139.5 GHz. All other experiments were recorded using a 120 mW source operating at 140.0 GHz. A coiled TE011 resonator (Q ~ 1000) was used to enhance the microwave field strengths to obtain electron nutation frequencies of up to 3.5 MHz, and to also act as a solenoid NMR coil. 65 Electron nutation frequencies were determined using a two-pulse echo where the second pulse was set to approximately the length of a $\pi$-pulse, and the first pulse was incremented. A value of $T_{15} = 1.43$ ms was measured for trityl radical using a saturation recovery experiment, with a 3 ms saturation pulse and
detected with a Hahn echo. \( T_{25} = 890 \text{ ns} \) was measured by incrementing the delay in a Hahn echo. This was performed at several pulse lengths and powers, and the reported \( T_{25} \) was extrapolated to infinite pulse length, thus removing dephasing effects from electron-electron couplings. A double-balanced \(^1\text{H}, ^{13}\text{C} \) RF circuit was used for RF irradiation and detection. Balancing of the circuit has greatly decreased arcing between the iris of the microwave resonator and the waveguide. 40 mM OX06 trityl (a gift from K. Golman and J.-H. Ardenkjær-Larsen of Nycomed Innovation AB, now GE Healthcare, Malmö, Sweden) was used as a polarizing agent, being dissolved in a 60:25:15 (by volume) \(^{13}\text{C}_3\)-glycerol:D_2O:H_2O solution for the experiments in Figure 6, and dissolved in a 60:40 (by volume) \(^{13}\text{C}_3\)-glycerol:D_2O solution for all other experiments. All experiments were performed at 80 K. The magnetic field was set to a position corresponding to the positive solid effect matching condition, \( \omega_{\text{MW}} = \omega_{\text{R}} - \omega_{\text{R}} \), for \(^1\text{H} \) polarization. Experiments were performed by first applying a saturating train of pulses on both the \(^1\text{H} \) and \(^{13}\text{C} \) channels, followed by microwave irradiation for some period, and finally \(^1\text{H} \) polarization was transferred to \(^{13}\text{C} \) via cross-polarization (CP) (Refs. 66 and 67) and observed via echo-detection. \(^{13}\text{C} \) (e.g., \( \epsilon_{\infty} = 94 \)) was used for acquisition of DNP enhanced signals. Following saturation of the \(^1\text{H} \) and \(^{13}\text{C} \) magnetization is a long CW microwave pulse that transfers electron polarization to \(^1\text{H} \) that is subsequently transferred to \(^{13}\text{C} \) for observation. (b) Comparison of enhanced \(^{13}\text{C} \) signal and the off-signal, recorded with recycle delays of 10 s and 18 s, respectively. We scale both spectra to the amplitude that would be obtained with an infinitely long recycle delay, based on buildup and \( T_1 \) data.

\[ \omega_{\text{1/2}} = 3.5 \text{ MHz} \quad T_B = 7.4 \text{ s} \]
\[ \omega_{\text{1/2}} = 2.5 \text{ MHz} \quad T_B = 9.4 \text{ s} \]
\[ \omega_{\text{1/2}} = 1.5 \text{ MHz} \quad T_B = 11.3 \text{ s} \]
\[ \omega_{\text{1/2}} = 1.1 \text{ MHz} \quad T_B = 12.5 \text{ s} \]

FIG. 3. (a) Pulse sequence used for acquisition of DNP enhanced signals. Following saturation of the \(^1\text{H} \) and \(^{13}\text{C} \) magnetization is a long CW microwave pulse that transfers electron polarization to \(^1\text{H} \) that is subsequently transferred to \(^{13}\text{C} \) for observation. (b) Comparison of enhanced \(^{13}\text{C} \) signal and the off-signal, recorded with recycle delays of 10 s and 18 s, respectively. We scale both spectra to the amplitude that would be obtained with an infinitely long recycle delay, based on buildup and \( T_1 \) data.

FIG. 4. Microwave field dependence of the DNP enhancement and buildup times. The length of polarization time is varied to observe the magnitude of the NMR signal, allowing one to determine the DNP buildup time, \( T_B \). Measurement is taken at four power levels.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows an enhancement of 94 obtained using the full microwave strength (\( \omega_{\text{1/2}} = 3.5 \text{ MHz} \)). We recorded the on-signal with a 10 s recycle delay (RD) and the off-signal with an 18 s recycle delay, and scaled the peak amplitudes to give the relative intensity that would be obtained for an infinite recycle delay on both on- and off-signal, where the scaling factor is given by (1 − \( t_{\text{RD}}/T_B \)) where \( t_{\text{RD}} \) is the recycle delay, and \( T_B \) is the characteristic buildup time. When the buildup time and \( T_1 \) are different, as seen in Figures 4 and 5, a better measure of the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio is sensitivity (S/N*) rather than enhancement, which in this case is a factor of 128. (One may take more factors into account when calculating improvements from DNP, such as dilution of the sample and bleaching due to the electron spin, as done recently by Jannin et al.\(^{69}\)) To our knowledge, this is the best gain in sensitivity reported for contemporary DNP experiments using the solid effect with \(^1\text{H} \) enhancement at high fields (5 T). Additionally, we see in Figure 6 that as we increase the microwave field strength, we do not yet observe evidence of saturation of the solid effect.

We attribute our high enhancement to the use of a TE_{011} microwave cavity, which is a high-Q (\( \sim 1000 \)), fundamental mode structure and, thus, gives a large gain in the microwave field strength. This suggests that if microwave field strength is not a limiting factor, then DNP with a narrow line radical via the solid effect could perform very well at high fields, since it can give both large enhancements and decrease the recycle delay. In contrast, in most cases high microwave fields have

FIG. 5. Nuclear \( T_1 \) (\( T_{1\text{obs}} \)) measured by first polarizing \(^1\text{H} \) via DNP for 10 s, then turning off the microwaves for some period of time and observing the magnetization decay with a rate constant of 1/\( T_{1\text{obs}} \).
not been shown to decrease the buildup times when the cross effect is the dominant DNP mechanism (a recent exception can be found in Feintuch et al.\textsuperscript{21}).

To gain more information about the DNP processes from these experiments, we test each of the models discussed in Sec. II and determine whether they fit the observed buildup curves and enhancements. We first note that the strong power dependence seen in Figure 6 shows that spin-diffusion is sufficiently fast to use effective rate constants to account for polarization gradients due to finite rates of spin-diffusion. Thus, the three models that we proposed that use this assumption are valid. Crucial to testing these models are the buildup curves shown in Figure 4, where we have incremented polarization times at increasing microwave field strengths to observe the DNP buildup time, \( T_B \), and enhancements. In Figure 5, we show the data where we have polarized the sample for 10 s, and then incremented a delay in order to observe \( T_1 \) relaxation (\( T_{1\text{obs}} \)).

**Case (A):** In this case, we have neglected any important role of nearby nuclei. If this model is correct, then we may calculate the value of \( \varepsilon_\infty \) from \( T_B \) and \( T_{1\text{obs}} \) using Eq. (18).

Taking the values for \( T_B \) in Figure 4, \( T_{1\text{obs}} = 13.7 \) s from Figure 5, and \( P_{S,eq}^* \) from Table I, we calculate the value of \( \varepsilon_\infty \) for each field strength and show this in Figure 7 according to model (A), using Eq. (18).

One can see that for each microwave field strength, the observed enhancement is lower than the enhancement predicted by case (A). This indicates that case (A) is not sufficient to describe the polarization transfer, and some additional process must be attenuating the total enhancement. Fits to cases (B) and (C) explore whether this attenuation is due to an inefficient transfer of polarization to the bulk via a spin-diffusion step, or due to depletion of the electron polarization by a transfer to isolated nearby nuclei, respectively.

**TABLE I.** Using the Bloch equations and \( T_{15} = 1.43 \text{ ms}, T_{25} = 890 \text{ ns} \), (see Sec. III for details) and \( \Delta \omega_{05} / 2\pi = 212\text{ MHz} \), we calculate the electron polarization available for DNP, \( P_{S,eq}^* \) as defined in Eq. (4). Note that \( \Delta \omega_{05} = \omega_{05} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \omega_{05}/2\pi ) (MHz)</th>
<th>( P_{S,eq}^<em>/P_{r,eq}^</em> )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II.** Parameters used to simulate the experimental data to Case (B) model, and some of the results. The simulation was performed only for the full microwave field strength (3.5 MHz) with the measured parameters \( T_B = 7.4 \text{ s}, \varepsilon_\infty = 94 \), and \( T_{1\text{obs}} = 13.7 \text{ s} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( N_b/N_S )</th>
<th>( N_{15}/N_S )</th>
<th>( k_{\text{DNP}} ) (s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( k_{\text{SD}} ) (s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( T_{1\text{obs}} ) (s)</th>
<th>( T_{1\text{b}} ) (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower starting bound</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper starting bound</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. value for fit</td>
<td>4537</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>668.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. value for fit</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example fit</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(the simplex fit does not prevent solutions from being outside the bounds). The error, $\sigma$, is evaluated for the three parameters and minimized. Of the 1000 simplex fits, 191 fits have an rms $<0.5$. We tabulate the range of each of the six parameters used for these 191 fits in Table II, and also show one example fit. We see that it is possible to fit the experimental data to this model; however, we find for all solutions that $T_{1f}^{(n)} > T_{1f}^{(b)}$ which is physically unreasonable (Table II two right columns), as proximity to the electron causes paramagnetic relaxation and results in a short $T_{1f}$. Thus, the experimental data are not explained satisfactorily with reasonable parameters by this model, and therefore, we discard it.

Case (C): We finally consider the case for which some polarization is transferred to nearby nuclei that act as a polarization sink, and some polarization is transferred directly to the bulk nuclei. Again, not all of the parameters are experimentally determined; however, we can group the parameters from Eq. (27) as $k_{DNP}^{(b)}$ and $P_{S,eq}^{(b)}/P_{I,eq}$ and calculate these directly from $T_{1f}^{(obs)}$, $T_B$, and $\varepsilon_{\infty}$, as shown in Eq. (29),

$$k_{DNP}^{(b)} = \frac{k_{DNP}^{(b)}}{1 + \frac{N_I}{N_x} k_{DNP}^{(b)} T_{1f}^{(eq)}} = \frac{1}{T_B} - \frac{1}{T_{1f}^{(obs)}}$$

$$P_{S,eq}^{(b)}/P_{I,eq} = \frac{1}{k_{DNP}^{(b)}} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{\infty}}{T_B} - \frac{1}{T_{1f}^{(b)}} \right).$$

(29)

Calculated values for $k_{DNP}^{(b)}$ and $P_{S,eq}^{(b)}/P_{I,eq}$ are plotted in Figure 8 for each of the four microwave powers for which buildup curves were recorded, and also for the value of the parameters at zero microwave power.

As seen in Figure 4, the enhancement increases and the buildup time decreases with an increase in the microwave field strength, $\omega_{1S}$. This is consistent with an increasing value of $k_{DNP}^{(b)}$, as one would expect. Furthermore, we see that the calculation of $k_{DNP}^{(b)}$ yields a rate constant that does not increase linearly, but in fact is accelerating upwards as the microwave strength is increased. This additional gain in the magnitude of the rate constant will lead to shorter buildup times; however, we note that it is accompanied by a decreasing value of $P_{S,eq}^{(b)}$, thus the actual enhancement may be attenuated. We also calculate $P_{S,eq}^{(b)}$ from the experiments, which we show in Figure 8, and see that it is decreasing as we increase the microwave field strength towards a minimum value. Again, this is what we would expect to see, as $k_{DNP}^{(b)}$ increases with the microwave field strength, where eventually the polarization transfer to nearby nuclei becomes saturated. Because all parameters calculated from the experimental data behave as expected when the microwave field strength is changed, we believe this model is presently the optimal description of the polarization transfer in the solid effect.

By comparing three different models to experimental data, we have shown evidence that the primary mechanism for enhancement of bulk nuclear polarization transfer is direct transfer of electron polarization to bulk nuclei, rather than transfer through the nearby nuclei via a slow spin-diffusion step. However, we note that this does not exclude slow diffusion from the nearby nuclei to the bulk, but does suggest that there is no major contribution from this process.

Our results have implications both on the consequence of the spin-diffusion barrier, and the distance for which it is possible to perform direct solid effect DNP transfers. We first point out that we do not expect there to be a sharp drop off in the rate of spin-diffusion; rather, the rate of diffusion varies continuously. This means that to define a spin-diffusion barrier, we must assign some cutoff for the rate. The natural choice for this would be that the diffusion rate from a particular spin to the bulk is equal to that of the spin’s rate of polarization transfer to the lattice; therefore, spins in the barrier would contribute more towards polarization loss than towards polarization of the bulk. This is essentially the definition which Wolfe proposed. With this definition, Wolfe showed that only about 12 protons or $^{19}$F nuclei near a paramagnetic impurity were actually out of contact with the bulk via spin-diffusion in a paramagnetically doped crystal ($Y(C_2H_2SO_4)_3 \cdot 9H_2O:Yb^{3+}$) or in CaP$_2$, respectively. However, in the latter case, one proton at a distance of 5.2 Å was on the border of the barrier, where the transfer rates to the bulk and lattice were about the same. This is an important result, as it shows definitively that a spin-diffusion barrier exists, albeit much smaller than in many previous treatments.

The experiments of Bowman et al. show that the nearest proton to the trityl center is at least 4.8 Å away. It seems unlikely that between radii of 4.8 Å and 5.2 Å, there are sufficiently many protons to account for the depletion of electron polarization seen in our experiments. There are some important differences, however, that could allow the barrier to be larger in our experiments. The first difference is temperature. Wolfe actually shows that the proton found at 5.2 Å goes

FIG. 8. Fit parameters for spin-diffusion barrier model. (a) Enhancement at infinite time from the four buildup curves shown in Figure 4, and also for buildup with no microwave power. (b) Values calculated for $k_{DNP}^{(b)}$ from experiment. (c) Values calculated for $P_{S,eq}^{(b)}$ (solid line) from experiment and $P_{S,eq}^{(d)}$ (dashed line) from Bloch equations.
from being in strong contact with the bulk at 1.4 K to being in strong contact with the lattice at 4 K, suggesting the diffusion barrier is getting larger with higher temperature. This increase ceases at 4 K; however, the reason for this is that both $1/T_1$ and the diffusion rate constant to the bulk are linearly dependent on the relaxation rate constant of the electron, $1/T_{1S}$. At higher temperature, where there is significantly more motion in the system, fluctuations in the dipolar field due to that motion will contribute to nuclear spin-lattice relaxation. Near the electron, these fluctuations in the field will be stronger, but will not depend on the electron $T_1$. As a result, the nuclear relaxation rate becomes faster. If the spin-diffusion rate does not have as large of an increase, which is possible since the rates no longer only depend on the electron $T_1$, then the spin-diffusion barrier will expand.

The second difference is that the number of bulk spins in Wolfe’s experiment was large enough, and the $T_1$ of these spins was long enough that the polarization of the bulk could be treated as fixed. In our experiments, the bulk spins become polarized, and as a result the rate of transfer from nearby to bulk decreases. Additionally, the polarization of a nucleus under DNP conditions will be far from equilibrium, accelerating its $T_1$ relaxation. Using the definition that the barrier occurs where the rate of diffusion to the bulk equals the spin-lattice relaxation rate implies that with a decrease in the diffusion rate and increase in $T_1$ relaxation, the diffusion barrier will also get larger. Because of the large depletion of available polarization we observe and the differences between experiments, we expect that our barrier is larger than the barrier observed by Wolfe.

To gain insight into how many “near neighbor” nuclei there are, we consider the value of $P_{S_{eq}}^{eff}$ in the case that $k_{DNP}^{(n)} T_{1I}^{(n)} \gg 1$, which is shown in Eq. (30),

$$P_{S_{eq}}^{eff} = P_{S_{eq}}^{*} \left(1 + \frac{T_{1S}}{T_{1I}^{(n)}} \frac{N_{1}^{(n)}}{N_{S}}\right) + P_{I_{eq}} \left(1 + \frac{T_{1I}^{(n)} N_{S}}{T_{S} N_{1}^{(n)}}\right).$$

To obtain $P_{S_{eq}}^{eff} = 211$, which is the case for $\omega_{1S}/2\pi = 3.5 \text{ MHz}$ in Figure 8(c), one needs $(T_{1S}/T_{1I}^{(n)})(N_{1}^{(n)}/N_{S}) \approx 1.2$. This implies that if there are ~10 nuclei within the barrier, then $T_{1I}^{(n)}$ must be ~12 ms, whereas if there are ~100 nuclei within the barrier, then $T_{1I}^{(n)}$ is ~120 ms; in other words, if the $T_{1I}^{(n)}$ is longer, more spins must be inside the diffusion barrier to account for our observations. Since it is not clear what the rate of paramagnetic relaxation is, though, it is difficult to determine the “diffusion barrier” radius and the number of nuclei within this radius with these experiments.

Our results also highlight the ability of the solid effect to transfer polarization over large distances. Afeworki and co-workers had shown that it is possible to transfer polarization over 30–60 Å distances in 15.1 MHz $^{13}C$-DNP experiments. Our results support this finding since our model requires direct transfer of polarization to bulk nuclei, and further demonstrate that distant transfers are also possible at much higher nuclear Larmor frequencies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrate through fitting several models to experimental data that polarization is primarily transported from the electron directly to bulk nuclei. This is opposed to the polarization being transferred to nearby nuclei and then to the bulk via a slow spin-diffusion step. Also shown is that the polarization available from the electron is decreased because of the polarization transferred to nearby nuclei that is then rapidly relaxed away, which is described by $P_{S_{eq}}^{eff}$. Finally, we see that it is necessary to take into account experimental conditions when considering the spin-diffusion barrier, as its effective size depends on relative rates that vary under different conditions.

Additionally, DNP via the solid-effect, using the narrow line trityl radical, has shown a gain in sensitivity of 128. Enhancements are still increasing with microwave field strength at our peak available power, suggesting that where higher field strengths available, the solid effect can be a very useful DNP mechanism because it both leads to large enhancements and further boosts sensitivity by decreasing the buildup time.
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APPENDIX A: SOLVING ONE-STEP TRANSFER EQUATIONS WITHOUT FAST EQUILIBRIUM

Here, we present a solution of a general pair of differential equations at long times without assuming a fast equilibrium. We will solve the following two equations:

$$\frac{dP_a}{dt} = k(P_b - P_a) + \frac{1}{T_{1a}}(P_{a_{eq}} - P_a),$$

$$\frac{dP_b}{dt} = nk(P_a - P_b) + \frac{1}{T_{1b}}(P_{b_{eq}} - P_b).$$

We begin by assuming that the first and second derivatives are proportional for $P_a$ and $P_b$, and have proportionality, $\alpha$, that is constant in time. We can solve for the necessary value of $\alpha$ for time independence by requiring the second derivatives have the same proportionality as the first derivatives – a consequence of time independence of $\alpha$,

$$\frac{dP_a}{dt} = \alpha \frac{dP_a}{dt},$$

$$\frac{d^2P_a}{dt^2} = \alpha \frac{d^2P_a}{dt^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2)

One can then take the second derivatives and, using the proportionality constant of the first derivatives, solve for the value of $\alpha$ by satisfying the second part of Eq. (A2),
\[ \frac{d^2 P_a}{dt^2} = \alpha \left( k \left( \frac{d P_b}{dt} - \frac{d P_a}{dt} \right) - \frac{1}{T_{la}} \frac{d P_a}{dt} \right) = - \left( k(\alpha - \alpha^2) + \frac{\alpha}{T_{la}} \right) \frac{d P_a}{dt}, \]  
\[ \frac{d^2 P_b}{dt^2} = nk \left( \frac{d P_a}{dt} - \frac{d P_b}{dt} \right) - \frac{1}{T_{lb}} \frac{d P_b}{dt} = - \left( nk(\alpha - 1) + \frac{\alpha}{T_{lb}} \right) \frac{d P_b}{dt}. \]

Setting these two results equal, we obtain the following:

\[ k(\alpha - \alpha^2) + \frac{\alpha}{T_{la}} = nk(\alpha - 1) + \frac{\alpha}{T_{lb}}, \]
\[ 0 = k\alpha^2 + \left( k(1-n) + \left( \frac{1}{T_{lb}} - \frac{1}{T_{la}} \right) \right) \alpha - nk, \]
\[ \alpha = \frac{\left( n-1 \right) k + \left( \frac{1}{T_{lb}} - \frac{1}{T_{la}} \right)}{2k}. \]  

(A4)

Given \( \alpha \), we may now solve for the buildup time, \( T_B \). Since we know the proportionality of the first derivatives, we can say the following:

\( P_b(t) = (P_b^0 - \alpha P_a^0) + \alpha P_a. \)  

(A5)

We do not offer analytic solutions to \( P_b^0 \) and \( P_a^0 \), but note that these are not necessary to solve to determine the buildup time, \( T_B \). Plugging this equation into Eq. (A1), we can obtain the buildup rate,

\[ \frac{d P_a}{dt} = - \left( k(1-\alpha) + \frac{1}{T_{la}} \right) P_a + k \left( P_b^0 - \alpha P_a^0 \right) + \frac{1}{T_{la}} P_{a,eq}. \]  

(A6)

Thus, the buildup rate is given by the coefficient of \( P_a \),

\[ \frac{1}{T_b} = k(1-\alpha) + \frac{1}{T_{la}}. \]  

(A7)

We point out that once the time derivative of \( \alpha \) goes to zero, it forces all derivatives to have the same proportionality. Once this condition is met for one time, it will continue to be met for all times.

Now that we know how to solve a case where fast equilibrium \( (dP_a/dt = 0) \) is not a valid assumption, we apply this technique to a system of three equations.

**APPENDIX B: TWO-STEP DNP TRANSFER**

For the two step transfer, it should be possible to approach both steps by assuming proportionality of the derivatives; however, the solutions to the proportionality constants will involve quartic equations, which do not have general solutions as do quadratic equations. As an alternative, we take the fast equilibrium solution of the electrons, and apply the assumption of proportionality of derivatives for the second (nearby to bulk nuclei) transfer step. We note that assumption of fast equilibrium of the electrons in the one-step transfer is in fact a very good solution, and we present the alternative here only as example before presenting it in the more difficult case of a two-step transfer.

To begin, we present the rate equations governing the two-step transfer,

\[ \frac{d P_I^{(b)}}{dt} = k_{SD}(P_I^{(n)} - P_I^{(b)}) + \frac{1}{T_{1I}(b)} (P_{I,eq} - P_I^{(b)}), \]
\[ \frac{d P_I^{(n)}}{dt} = k_{DNP}(P_S - P_I^{(n)}) + \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_I^{(b)}} k_{SD}(P_I^{(b)} - P_I^{(n)}) + \frac{1}{T_{1I}(n)} (P_{I,eq} - P_I^{(n)}), \]
\[ \frac{d P_S}{dt} = \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_S} k_{DNP}(P_I^{(n)} - P_S) + \frac{1}{T_{1S}} (P_{S,eq} - P_S). \]  

(B1)

In this case, we assume the electron reaches a fast equilibrium, so that \( dP_S/dt = 0 \); thus, \( P_S(t) \) can be written as shown in Eq. (B2),

\[ P_S = \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_S} k_{DNP} T_{1S}^{*} P_I^{(n)} + \frac{P_{S,eq}}{1 + \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_S} k_{DNP} T_{1S}^{*}}. \]  

(B2)

We may now substitute this into \( dP_I^{(n)}/dt \),

\[ \frac{d P_I^{(n)}}{dt} = - \frac{k_{DNP}}{1 + \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_S} k_{DNP} T_{1S}^{*}} P_I^{(n)} + \frac{N_I^{(n)}}{N_I^{(b)}} k_{SD}(P_I^{(b)} - P_I^{(n)}) + \frac{1}{T_{1I}(n)} (P_{I,eq} - P_I^{(n)}) + k_{DNP} B. \]  

(B3)

We now assume that \( dP_I^{(n)}/dt = \alpha dP_I^{(b)}/dt \) where \( \alpha \) is constant in time. If we take the second derivatives of \( P_I^{(n)} \) and \( \alpha P_I^{(b)} \), and substitute \( dP_I^{(n)}/dt = \alpha dP_I^{(b)}/dt \), we obtain the following equations:
Now that we have obtained $\alpha$, we can calculate the buildup rate, $T_B$, by substituting $P_{I}^{(n)}$ into $dP_{I}^{(b)}/dt$,

$$\frac{dP_{I}^{(b)}}{dt} = \left( k_{SD} (1 - \alpha) + \frac{1}{T_{1f}^{(b)}} \right) P_{I}^{(b)} + k_{SD} \left( P_{I,0}^{(a)} - \alpha P_{I,0}^{(b)} \right) + \frac{P_{I,eq}}{T_{1f}^{(b)}}. \quad (B6)$$

Again we can obtain the buildup time from the coefficient to $P_{I}^{(b)}$,

$$\frac{1}{T_B} = k_{SD} (1 - \alpha) + \frac{1}{T_{1f}^{(b)}}. \quad (B7)$$

Another important point here is that due to the spin-diffusion, the observed $T_{1f}$ will not be equal to $T_{1f}^{(b)}$. Rather, it is a function of the spin-diffusion, $T_{1f}^{(b)}$, and $T_{1f}^{(a)}$. We can obtain this easily by setting $k_{DNP} = 0$ in the above formulas, causing $A = 0$ as well,

$$\alpha_T = -k_{SD} \left( \frac{N_{T}^{(b)}}{N_{T}^{(n)}} - 1 \right) + \left( \frac{1}{T_{1f}^{(b)}} - \frac{1}{T_{1f}^{(n)}} \right) \sqrt{k_{SD} \left( \frac{N_{T}^{(b)}}{N_{T}^{(n)}} - 1 \right) + \left( \frac{1}{T_{1f}^{(b)}} - \frac{1}{T_{1f}^{(n)}} \right)^2 + \frac{N_{T}^{(b)}}{N_{T}^{(n)}} k_{SD}^2}, \quad (B8)$$

Finally, we calculate the equilibrium nuclear polarization, which is a trivial calculation, as it only requires setting all derivatives to zero. We already have set $dP_{S}/dt = 0$ in Eq. (B2). Here, we show the result of setting $dP_{I}^{(b)}/dt = 0$,

$$P_{I}^{(n)} = \frac{N_{T}^{(b)} k_{SD} T_{1f}^{(a)}}{1 + N_{T}^{(b)} k_{SD} T_{1f}^{(a)} + k_{DNP} (1 - A) T_{1f}^{(a)}} P_{I}^{(b)} + \frac{k_{DNP} B T_{1f}^{(b)} + P_{I,eq}}{1 + N_{T}^{(b)} k_{SD} T_{1f}^{(a)} + k_{DNP} (1 - A) T_{1f}^{(a)}}. \quad (B9)$$

Finally, we set $dP_{I}^{(b)}/dt = 0$ to obtain the nuclear enhancement,

$$\varepsilon = P_{I}^{(b)} (t = \infty) = \frac{k_{SD} D T_{1f}^{(b)} + P_{I,eq}}{1 + k_{SD} (1 - C) T_{1f}^{(b)}}. \quad (B10)$$

Thus, we have obtained formulas for the observed buildup time, $T_B$, the enhancement, $\varepsilon$, and the observed nuclear relaxation time, $T_{1f}^{(b)}$.  
